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Abstract: Start-up conditions largely dictate the performance longevity for solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs). The SOFC anode is typically deposited as NiO-ceramic that is reduced to Ni-ceramic during
start-up. Effective reduction is imperative to ensuring that the anode is electrochemically active
and able to produce electronic and ionic current; the bi-polar plates (BPP) next to the anode allow
the transport of current and gases, via land and channels, respectively. This study investigates a
commercial SOFC stack that failed following a typical start-up procedure. The BPP design was found
to substantially affect the spatiotemporal dynamics of the anode reduction; Raman spectroscopy
detected electrochemically inactive NiO on the anode surface below the BPP land-contacts; X-ray
computed tomography (CT) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) identified associated contrasts
in the electrode porosity, confirming the extension of heterogeneous features beyond the anode
surface, towards the electrolyte-anode interface. Failure studies such as this are important for
improving statistical confidence in commercial SOFCs and ultimately their competitiveness within the
mass-market. Moreover, the spatiotemporal information presented here may aid in the development
of novel BPP design and improved reduction protocol methods that minimize cell and stack strain,
and thus maximize cell longevity.
Keywords: SOFC; fuel cell; anode; Ni–YSZ; REDOX; reduction; X-ray CT; Raman; SEM; degradation
1. Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are capable of converting chemical to electrical energy plus
heat. Unlike many other fuel cell types, SOFCs can operate directly on a variety of fuels, such as
hydrocarbons. This fuel versatility is achieved by operating at high temperatures in the range of
600–1000 ◦C, which avoids the use of expensive platinum metal catalysts within the electrodes.
Furthermore, the high-grade heat generated through the reactions can be recovered, resulting in
very high net efficiencies. These factors make SOFCs an enticing low-carbon substitute for many
applications; however, limitations in operational consistency continue to inhibit competitive entry to
the mass-market [1,2].
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In its most simple form, the SOFC consists of two porous electrodes separated by a dense ceramic
electrolyte and electrically connected via an external circuit. Common ceramic electrolytes are zirconia-
or ceria-based, e.g., yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and gadolinium-doped ceria (GDC). The anode
is typically nickel-based (Ni) with the addition of the electrolyte ceramic in the form of a porous
cermet often deposited in the oxide form, e.g., NiO–YSZ, which is later reduced during the first
operational start-up to the metallic form, i.e., Ni–YSZ. The cathode is typically a perovskite-based
compound such as lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM) or lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite
(LSCF) and is also typically combined with the ceramic, i.e., LSM–YSZ. Finally, the electrodes are
often connected to the external electrical circuit using bi-polar plates (BPP). Although these materials
describe many state-of-the-art SOFC designs, various alternatives are being proposed, such as: rare
earth oxide doping [3]; nanoparticle impregnation of manganite structures [4]; geopolymer/ceria for
lower temperatures [5]; metal-supported [6]; single-layer and electrolyte-free cells [7].
Recent years have seen substantial progress in the literature, where focus has been placed upon
improving our understanding of anode degradation processes and the mechanisms that underpin
them [8–12]. Particularly, chemical and microstructural characterization methods can be employed
as proxies for the measure of the expected electrochemical performance, and as a post-mortem for
failed cells and stacks. Raman spectroscopy has proven useful as a method for exploring the chemical
composition of electrodes as a function of temperature, oxidation state [13], reduction kinetics [14],
redox reactions [15] and poisoning [16,17]. X-ray techniques have become widely employed for SOFC
investigations due to the versatility of such characterization. For instance, molecular structure can be
explored using edge information [18]; whereas the microstructure can be explored using computed
tomography (CT) which is capable of resolving features across multiple length scales, from the
particles [19–22] and electrodes [23], up to the cell-level [24,25].
As discussed, the Ni metal is deposited as NiO and reduced during the first operational start-up.
In order to reduce the NiO, a reducing agent such as hydrogen gas is flowed over the anode, diffusing
beyond the anode surface, through the tortuous pore-network up to the anode/electrolyte interface.
However, reduction kinetics are complex [26,27], and can result in irreversible structural changes [28].
Moreover, oxidized regions have been observed to possess higher tortuosity-factors than reduced
regions, potentially increasing diffusive impedances and inhibiting reduction [29]. Recent models
have predicted the production of oxygen-depleted zones in the conventional parallel channel cell/stack
design [30]. Further, start-up optimization has been investigated for various flowrates and temperatures
protocols, demonstrating that saturation times can vary considerably [31]. Finally, cell cracking has
been observed with operation for planar stacks and has been attributed to substantial electrical
resistance, hindering power output [32]. Consequently, although progress is being made with regard
to new materials and system design [33], further understanding is still needed with regards to design
optimization for minimal degradation in order to maximize power output and lifetime.
This paper inspects the implications of non-uniform NiO reduction within an SOFC stack, with a
particular focus on the influence of the BPP design. Novel insights into the reduction processes within
SOFC anodes during operational start-up are elucidated using a combination of Raman spectroscopy
and X-ray CT.
2. Materials and Methods
In this study, a 2 kWel SOFC stack (SOFCMAN Ningbo, China) comprised of 30 planar
anode-supported cells, and a configuration of Ni–YSZ/YSZ/CGO/LSCF-CGO, was used. The cell size
was 14 × 14 cm, with an expected active area of 150 cm2. The stack was placed in a 3.5 kW furnace
(SOFCMAN Ningbo, China); the stack temperature was measured using a thermocouple located in
the vicinity of the stack; and an external pressure load of ~11.5 N cm−2 was applied and maintained
constant throughout the test to ensure sufficient gas sealing. See Table S1 and Figure S1 for more
information on the cell materials and experimental set-up.
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To perform the operational testing, the stack was heated to 750 ◦C, at a rate of 1–3 ◦C min−1
(2.2 ◦C min−1 from 0–400 ◦C and 1.6 ◦C min−1 from 400–750 ◦C). Prior to any stack reduction, the anode
side of the stack was purged with 4 L min−1 of nitrogen for 10 min.
The stack reduction was initiated by introducing 4 L min−1 of hydrogen and 12 L min−1 of air into
the anode and cathode sides, respectively. The hydrogen and air streams were preheated to 600 ◦C
and 500 ◦C before feeding into the stack using 1.2 and 2.1 kW (0.9 kW plus 1.2 kW) heating tapes
(OMEGA, London, UK), respectively. The stack anode underwent approximately 3 h of reduction
in the hydrogen atmosphere whereby the average cell open circuit potential (OCP) climbed from a
minimum of 0.53 V to 0.81 V, substantially lower than the manufacture’s recommendation of 1.14 V
per cell. Run-time, hydrogen and air flowrates, average cell potentials and stack temperatures can all
be found within the (Supplementary Material Table S2).
The OCP will always be lower than the thermodynamic limit due to entropy; however, a low OCP
can provide an indication of insufficient or incomplete anode reduction; overpotential losses that cause
a reduction in the voltage efficiency and thus a decrease in the cell potential, are complex and non-linear.
Therefore, in addition to observing the potential with negligible current (OCP), two polarization
curves were collected while increasing and decreasing the cell load from 0.0 to 0.9 A, resulting in a
significant reduction in cell potential from 0.76 to 0.02 V. This confirmed the inefficacious start-up
and the stack was shut down for post-mortem analysis. The polarization data can be found within
the (Supplementary Material Table S3 and Figure S2). Although SOFC stacks of the same design
have previously been demonstrated to deliver sufficient electrical power output [34], after significant
volumes of hydrogen were introduced to the anodes within the SOFC stack, this assembly failed to
perform. This was likely due to some part of the reduction profile not being effective at reducing the
metal-oxide. Therefore a post-mortem of the stack was required in order to reveal where the reduction
had and had not been successful.
Figure 1 illustrates the layout of the cells, electrical connection plates and gaskets within the
stack, and can be used as a geometric reference for the subsequent chemical and structural analysis.
The channel and land which will be referred to throughout, and the cell and stack positions with
respect to the gas feed inlet are also highlighted.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 12 
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pattern and two 1D line profiles are aligned so that the NiO and YSZ peaks can be evaluated across 
the cell surface. For instance, the line scan taken at the cell inlet displays periodic regions of high and 
low count intensities, whereas the line profile taken far from the inlet does not. This suggests two 
things: firstly, the NiO peaks would not be present if the cell fully reduced; therefore, the reduction 
process was insufficient; and secondly, the degree of reduction varied across the cell; i.e., more of the 
anode was reduced close to the cell inlet, whereas reduction far from the inlet was relatively 
negligible. It was found via optical assessment that the regions of green and grey anode, i.e., high 
and low Raman count intensities associated with NiO in Figure 2b, aligned with the land and 
channels of the BPPs (See Figure S4). This suggested that reduction begins within the gas channel and 
has to propagate through the anode structure to reduce areas under the land. This was expected 
initially, as the channels were used for gas delivery and therefore would certainly see higher 
hydrogen partial pressures at the beginning of operation; however, the cell experienced ca. 3 h of fuel 
delivery, and therefore, negligible reduction, even under the land-contacts, was unexpected. 
Another unexpected observation is the potential presence of monoclinic zirconia—particularly 
prominent in the Ni/NiO boundary regions (yellow arrows in Figure 2), where the peaks are 
Figure 1. Illustrations of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stack: (a) the cross-section from a stack composed
of two cells simplified in 2D; (b) a twelve cell stack in 3D; and (c) an exploded image of a two cell stack,
with magnification of the cell surface and gas channels. Note that the stack investigated in this work
comprised 30 cells.
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The chemical analysis was conducted using a Raman spectroscope (DXR, Raman Microscope,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with a 532 nm wavelength laser. Line scans were
conducted for 10 mm across the surface of various cells using a step size of 20 µm and exposure time
of 60 s. The Raman maps were produced with isotropic step size (pixel length) of 20 µm and exposure
time of 60 s and then mapped with respect to the intensity of a particular peak, i.e., 1100 cm−1 or
1500 cm−1. The analysis and presentation of the Raman data were achieved using open-source Python
scripts [35,36].
To quantify the anode surface coverage that remained substantially unreduced, the four 1500 cm−1
Raman maps (i.e., inlet cell near (map 1) and far (map 2) from fuel, and the outlet cell near (map 3) and
far (map 4) from fuel) were normalized with respect to intensity; i.e., the maximum value for maps
1–4 was set to 1 and the minimum to 0. Then each pixel was evaluated for the land and channel to
produce a value for the surface coverage containing substantial amounts of NiO, whereby normalized
intensity values >0.8 were considered substantial. This value was divided by the total number of pixels
to produce one value for the surface coverage containing NiO as a percentage of the total surface area
analyzed. This analysis was then extended to the four 1100 cm−1 Raman maps.
The structural analysis was conducted using a Nikon (Nikon 225, Nikon Corporation, Tokyo
108-6290 Japan) employing a tungsten anode target within the source, producing a polychromatic
beam with a characteristic peak around 58 keV (W-Kα), a source voltage peak of 160 kVp and 200 µA
current. Using the cone-beam geometry, a field-of-view (FOV) of 7.8 mm and isotropic pixel size of
38 µm were achieved. After 3176 radiograph projections were collected, the data were reconstructed
using a cone-beam, filtered-back-projection algorithm in commercial software (“CT Pro 3D,” Nikon
Metrology, Inc., Brighton, MI, USA). The analysis and presentation of the reconstructed tomogram
were conducted using Avizo Fire software (Avizo, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) by
inspecting the greyscale ortho slices through the depth of the cell. Scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images were collected using a Zeiss SEM EVO MA 10 (Carl Zeiss, Dublin, CA, USA) with all imaging
conditions noted on the raw SEM images within the Supplementary Material.
3. Results
3.1. Chemical Analysis
As discussed, the cell anode is often deposited as a metal oxide, in this case NiO, which has
been mixed with a ceramic to form a cermet material such as NiO–YSZ. In order to draw a current
from the anode, the oxide within the cermet must be reduced to its metallic form producing Ni–YSZ.
The post-mortem of the stack revealed visually green regions on the anode surface; via optical
inspection, NiO is typically green, whereas Ni is grey or black in color. Figure 2a displays a single
Raman scattering pattern collected from a green region of the cell surface. Additional information can
be found within the (Supplementary Material Table S4). This single pattern has distinct peaks at ca.
1100 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1 that can be anticipated in the presence of NiO. In addition, there are also
several other peaks (indicated in red) where the YSZ scattering can be expected [37–39]. To accompany
this single pattern, Figure 2b,c display Raman scattering patterns that have been collected via 1D
line profiles near and far from the fuel inlet, respectively. Within these plots, regions of bright white
represent high count intensity and regions of dark black represent low count intensity. The single
pattern and two 1D line profiles are aligned so that the NiO and YSZ peaks can be evaluated across the
cell surface. For instance, the line scan taken at the cell inlet displays periodic regions of high and
low count intensities, whereas the line profile taken far from the inlet does not. This suggests two
things: firstly, the NiO peaks would not be present if the cell fully reduced; therefore, the reduction
process was insufficient; and secondly, the degree of reduction varied across the cell; i.e., more of the
anode was reduced close to the cell inlet, whereas reduction far from the inlet was relatively negligible.
It was found via optical assessment that the regions of green and grey anode, i.e., high and low Raman
count intensities associated with NiO in Figure 2b, aligned with the land and channels of the BPPs
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(See Figure S4). This suggested that reduction begins within the gas channel and has to propagate
through the anode structure to reduce areas under the land. This was expected initially, as the channels
were used for gas delivery and therefore would certainly see higher hydrogen partial pressures at the
beginning of operation; however, the cell experienced ca. 3 h of fuel delivery, and therefore, negligible
reduction, even under the land-contacts, was unexpected.
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Figure 2. Raman spectroscopy line scans from a partially-red c : (a) Raman intensity
profile taken from a green region with particular pe s f i t r st ighlighted (Ni-based in green,
YSZ-based in red); line scans whereby black and white respectively refer to high and low Raman
intensities for the anode surface (b) near and (c) far from the fuel inlet.
Another unexpected observation is the potential presence of monoclinic zirconia—particularly
prominent in the Ni/NiO boundary regions (yellow arrows in Figure 2), where the peaks are brightest—
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however, the peaks extend throughout the entire channel. Zirconia is doped with yttria in order to
stabilize the fluorite and tetragonal phases at lower temperatures, increasing the concentration of
oxygen vacancies. If monoclinic zirconia is forming in these reduction/oxidation regions this could
have detrimental ramifications for the electrochemical performance of the cell; a reduced number
of oxygen vacancies may reduce the overall electrochemical activity, and thus efficiency and power
density. However, the spikes in monoclinic/tetragonal concentrations are often convoluted and the
authors would deem this inconclusive. The authors would encourage the use of other techniques
such as synchrotron diffraction in order to obtain highly spatially resolved, low-noise crystallographic
information that may confirm or refute this observation, and provide further insights.
To inspect this oxide/metallic interface further, two cells were removed from the stack—one from
the stack inlet and one from the stack outlet, and 2D Raman maps were collected across the channel/land
interface on the anode surface near and far from the fuel inlet, the results of which are displayed
in Figure 3. Two main conclusions can be drawn from this figure: Firstly, the degree of reduction
in the inlet cell is far greater than that of the outlet cell; i.e., even after 3 h of exposure to hydrogen,
there remains a substantial reduction gradient across the stack; and secondly, there is consistently a
higher NiO content under the BPP land-contact. As mentioned, the former observation was anticipated;
generally, a higher hydrogen partial pressure provides a greater likelihood of water/steam formation
through the reduction of NiO to Ni. The latter, however, was not anticipated and the prominence of the
NiO/Ni boundary is significant; within 50 µm the surface NiO content climbs from ca. 1% to ca. 28%
(averaged from the NiO 1100 and 1500 cm−1 Raman peaks).
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Clearly, there is a gradient in the reduction extent across the stack, but reduction has also occurred
heterogeneously across the cell surface, i.e., near and far from the fuel stream. It should be noted that
although there was considerably greater homogeneity in the reduction near the fuel for the inlet cell,
relative to the other locations, a small number of particle clusters ca. 20 µm in diameter (one pixel),
remained unreduced. Moreover, regions of low Raman intensity do not indicate high porosity, only a
lack of Raman active material, e.g., pore or metallic Ni. Therefore, in order to inspect microstructural
variations, this study was extended through the use of X-ray CT and SEM imaging, assessed in the
subsequent section.
3.2. Microstructural Analysis
The reduction of NiO–YSZ to Ni–YSZ was expected to be accompanied by a porosity change that
is dependent upon the initial composition of the anode, i.e., the amount of NiO in the pre-reduced
form. Moreover, as mentioned, Raman is predominantly a surface technique, but the anode is
composed of a complex 3D structure that extends beyond the surface and can be explored using 3D
tomography techniques.
Figure 4 displays 3D reconstructed data from an X-ray tomogram collected from a sample of the
cell removed from the stack outlet. This data allowed the authors to inspect the porosity variation,
i.e., indirectly the NiO variation, below the surface of the cell. Within the figure there is a sub-surface
ortho-slice view taken from the tomogram. The X-ray CT data suggests that regions below the land
remain dense, whereas regions below the channel display a relatively lower density, corroborating the
hypothesis that the regions below the channel are reduced first, as the route that the hydrogen must
travel is shorter than the long meandering routes to below the land. Moreover, towards the cell center
and gas inlet, the boundary between the NiO and Ni retracts into the land, again suggesting that the
hydrogen content in the fuel stream has an influence on the degree of reduction contrast between the
electrode below the land and channels.
The tomogram data also revealed several undesirable features, including cracking and
heterogeneous pores. Predominantly, the cracking was observed under the land and extended
to several millimeters, possibly as this is the main point of contact that will receive the compression
loading of the unit. Under the channels, the structure displayed several heterogeneous pores that
were hundreds of microns in diameter. For comparison, SEM images are also presented from the
anode surface below the land and channel. Additional images can be found withn the Supplementary
Material however it should be noted that the artifacts observed in the NiO SEM images were due to
poor conductivity and sample movement, common for materials with low electronic conductivities
such as NiO–YSZ. Although these images are limited to the anode surface, they provide higher
spatial resolutions that magnify the contrasting microstructures. High resolution 3D structural
information [28,40] may be required to confidently determine the cause of the heterogeneous pore
and crack formation. However, the fact that these are exclusively located under the channel and
land, respectively, does suggest that this is an operational defect, rather than something induced
during fabrication.
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Figure 4. Microstructural information obtained from an SOFC cell: (a) geometric reference for the X-ray
and electron imaging; (b) a sub-surface ortho-slice image taken from an X-ray CT tomogram; and SEM
images of (c) the Ni-dominated channel and (d) NiO-dominated land. Raw SEM images can be found
within the (Supplementary Material Figures S5–S7).
4. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper investigates the potential causes of the failure of a commercial SOFC stack. It is
concluded that the reduction step, during operational start-up, was insufficient in reducing the NiO to
Ni within the anode. Consequently, there was a heterogeneous distribution of active material and an
insufficient volume of catalyst to reach the target OCP and electrical power output.
Investigations via Raman spectroscopy are limited to surface information but allow for a detailed
chemical analysis, particularly when resolved spatially via line scans or 2D mapping. The chemical
analysis in this study revealed three key findings: the degree of NiO to Ni reduction can vary across
the cell surface, throughout the stack and between land and channel boundaries. The severity of the
heterogeneities is thought to be due to the local content of hydrogen in the gas stream, influenced
by two factors: the proximity to the cell or stack inlet, and the length that the hydrogen must travel
through the tortuous anode microstructure.
The X-ray CT data corroborated the chemical analysis using the cell density as an indirect
measurement for the degree of cell reduction. A single sample was inspected from the stack
outlet with focus placed upon the interface between the land and channel contact onto the anode.
The 3D reconstruction exposed variation that extended beyond the cell surface, suggesting not only
heterogeneities across the cell surface but also into the anode thickness, which again, is thought to be
driven by the local hydrogen content in the gas stream.
The observation of a strong relationship between hydrogen content in the fuel stream and the
degree of NiO reduction was anticipated; the unforeseen observation in this work was the severity of
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the reduction contrast throughout the stack and across the cell surface, even after hours of exposure
to a reducing environment—particularly at the land–channel BPP interface where NiO content was
observed to rise up to 30% across a 20 µm boundary, accompanied by significant porosity variations and
undesirable microstructural features such as cracks and heterogeneous voids. As a consequence of these
harsh boundaries, the spatiotemporal stress distribution within the stack increases in complexity from
the current literature. Therefore, factors such as novel BPP contact design and the temporally-resolved
local tortuosity-factors should be incorporated in computational modelling for operational start-up
protocol optimization. For instance, at the component level, wider or deeper channels towards the
stack inlet may allow for greater partial pressure control and uniformity throughout the stack; similarly,
the use of novel manifolds and/or multi-feed systems may aid in both temperature regulation and local
oxygen content. Moreover, porous or high-precision tier designs have proven useful for other fuel
cells [41,42] and may be employed for SOFC BPPs to offer greater lateral diffusion, thereby reducing
the severity of the oxide gradient at the land–channel interface. These, however, should be balanced
with interfacial contact and compression-induced stress, and may be explored through future work via
advanced computational modeling and experimental validation.
This work demonstrates the powerful combination of chemical and structural analysis that can
be applied to not only SOFC stacks but also analogous systems. Fuel cells are becoming increasingly
favorable as transitional technologies; consequently, it is imperative that the operational procedures
are optimized in order to promote longevity and competitive performance, because only then will fuel
cells be considered as viable alternatives to traditional carbon-intensive technologies. Future work
may explore various start-up procedures in more detail using a similar analysis methodology as that
which has been discussed here, elucidating the optimum conditions for cell operation and lifetime.
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hydrogen and air feeds. Table S2: Variation of average cell voltage and stack temperature during the reduction
of the 30 cell SOFC stack. Table S3: Polarization data from the 30 cell SOFC stack at ca. 783 ◦C. Figure S2:
Electrochemical data extracted from the SOFC stack: polarization curves collected at 783 ◦C with flowrates of
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